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What sanctions should the law in>ict on those who break
their contracts? Would it ma¬er if more severe sanctions were
likely to cause prices to rise? What if most contracting parties
prefer higher sanctions and higher prices, or what if they prefer
lower sanctions and lower prices? And whatever the answer to
these questions might be, why do economists and philosophers
think about these issues so di<erently?

Of course, when I speak of |economists" I mean something
closer to |most economists, though not necessarily all of them;
and including the many lawyers (like me) who do not have
advanced degrees but who use economics in their s‹olarship."
An analogous but even broader quali=cation should be pre-
sumed whenever I speak of |philosophers." Indeed, on the
issues I discuss here, many philosophers of a utilitarian or wel-
farist persuasion will be closer in spirit to my |economists"
than they will be to other professional philosophers. So, too,
will contractualist philosophers su‹ as T. M. Scanlon.1

However the two groups are de=ned, though, they bring
very di<erent perspectives to issues of contract theory. In par-
ticular, the two groups di<er markedly in the relevance they
assign to the e<ects that contract law can have on prices. In this
essay, I try to illuminate these di<erences in two respects. 

First, rather than analyzing prices in entirely theoretical
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terms (as economists typically do), section ii discusses =ve
concrete examples in whi‹ named individuals have particular
reasons for caring about prices. Žis puts economics and phil-
osophy on something closer to an even footing, since many
analyses in philosophy similarly focus on the interests of indiv-
idual parties.

Second, sections iii and iv look more closely at various
philosophers' analyses of contract law, to see exactly where the
parties' reasons for caring about prices drops out of the analy-
sis. Žis is not as easy as it might sound, for very few authors
argue explicitly that prices shouldn't ma¬er. Instead, non-
economists who exclude prices from their analysis, they o_en
do so merely by omission, or by adopting premises whose con-
sequences aree not immediately obvious: these are the steps
that sections iii and iv seek to illuminate. In doing so, I focus
especially on recent work by Seana Shi<rin, for she is one of
the few philosophers to discuss price e<ects at any length.2 But
sections iii and iv  also examine the work of other nonecon-
omists, to show the variety of ways in whi‹ prices can end up
being excluded.

Before proceeding, I must a›nowledge my debt to Charles
Fried's  Contract as Promise.3 While I have disagreed with some
aspects of that book ,4 I have also learned a great deal from it,



Promising, 88 Mi‹. L. Rev. 489,  517–23 (1989) [herea_er cited as Craswell,
Default Rules].

5. I assume for simplicity that the seller is the party who might commit the
brea‹, and who might therefore have to pay the higher damage awards. A
similar analysis would apply to brea‹es by buyers, but the direction of the
e<ect would be reversed – that is, subjecting buyers to higher sanctions for
brea‹ would reduce the price that sellers could ‹arge.

as well as from the legacy that (thirty years later) is now appar-
ent. During the 1980s, just as I was beginning my own academic
career, Contract as Promise sparked a remarkable interest
among legal s‹olars in questions about the morality of prom-
ises (e.g., why are promises binding?), and also in questions
about the relation between morality and law (to what extent do
the moral aspects of promises limit the rules that contract law
may legitimately adopt?). Under the la¬er heading, Contract
as Promise also gave focus to some of the debates about the
place of economics in contract theory (e.g., do the moral as-
pects of promises ever require that contract law depart from
whatever rule would be e{cient?). Žese questions have been
central to contracts s‹olarship over the past thirty years. And
those years would have been far less interesting if Contract as
Promise had never been wri¬en.

I.  Prices in the Abstract

A.  When prices are likely to rise

I begin with the standard (and highly abstract) economic
analysis. Suppose that we were considering whether to ‹ange
contract law in some way that would increase (on average) the
damages sellers had to pay if they broke their contracts.5 As
this is an abstract analysis, I will not even specify whi‹ legal
doctrine might produce this ‹ange, for the same economic
analysis can be applied regardless. Žus, it will not ma¬er (for
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present purposes) whether the increased damages result from
more frequent use of punitive damages, or from abolishing the
mitigation doctrine, or from ‹anges in the way that nominally
compensatory damages are measured (e.g., by more frequent
awards of cost-of-completion damages), or even from narrow-
ing the situations in whi‹ the seller's nonperformance would
be legally excused. 

Že reason these doctrines can be lumped together, at least
for purposes of abstract economics, is that ea‹ of these pro-
posed ‹anges would likely cause sellers' average liability costs
to rise. As a result, economic theory predicts that ea‹ ‹ange
would cause sellers' prices to rise as well. Indeed, in economic
analyses of contract law, this prediction of higher prices has
been standard for more than thirty years.6 To most econo-
mists, then, it will be entirely uncontroversial.

To be sure, there are a few conditions under whi‹ higher
liability costs may not translate into higher prices. For one, as
Bruce A›erman famously emphasized,7 sellers will not be able
to raise prices if both of the following conditions hold: if (1)
marginal buyers of the product place no value whatsoever on
the bene=t of being able to collect a larger damage award; and
if (2) sellers are unable to exit the market, or to otherwise re-
duce their total sales, in response to the increase in liability
costs. Markets that satisfy both conditions are rare, and no
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con=rmed cases have ever been found. If su‹ markets do exist,
though, the analysis in this essay simply will not apply.

Another case where sellers might be unable to raise their
prices involves sanctions limited to certain kinds of brea‹es –
speci=cally, brea‹es that some sellers could entirely avoid
commi¬ing at no cost or sacri=ce to themselves. A_er all, sellers
who entirely avoid su‹ brea‹es will never be held liable, and
thus will not have to worry about higher liability costs. And if
avoiding those brea‹es is itself costless, these sellers will not
have to worry about avoidance costs, either, so they can con-
tinue to operate at the same costs as before. 

However, these conditions too will rarely be satis=ed, if
only because of the di{culty of de=ning any subset of brea‹es
that sellers could costlessly avoid with certainty. Even if the
higher sanctions were limited to, say, |willful" brea‹es, it is
not clear that sellers can always succeed in avoiding what a
court might later label a willful brea‹. It is even less clear that
su‹ liability can be avoided without incurring other costs.8

In short, it is not the case that every ‹ange in contract law
will necessarily produce a ‹ange in sellers' prices. In this essay,
though, I will focus on the more usual situation where price
e<ects are likely, for these are the situations in whi‹ econom-
ics and philosophy most typically diverge. More speci=cally,
while economists and philosophers may agree that price e<ects
will be present in a given case, they are apt to disagree about
the normative signi=cance (or insigni=cance) of those e<ects.
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B.  Evaluating price e<ects

I focus on the normative evaluation of price e<ects because,
in economics, higher prices are not necessarily bad for buyers.
True, higher prices leave buyers with less money, and that by
itself may be undesirable. But buyers also get something in
return for their money, when the accompanying legal ‹ange
allows them to collect a larger remedy (on average) in the
event of brea‹. And while some buyers might not consider
that extra bene=t to be worth the higher price, others might be
quite happy to accept the combined pa›age of a higher price
and a larger remedy. Žis point is sometimes overlooked by
judges, who leap to the conclusion that higher prices must
leave buyers worse o<, and who therefore treat the price e<ect
as an argument against ‹anging the legal rule.9 But this leap is
unwarranted, without analyzing what it is that buyers get for
the price they have to pay.

Indeed, there are a number of reasons why reasonable act-
ors might sometimes prefer to pay a higher price for their con-
tract, if doing so allows them to collect a more generous rem-
edy in the event of a brea‹.10 For one thing, paying for su‹ a
remedy might get the buyer a more reliable product or service,
if the larger sanctions give sellers more incentive to reduce the
number of preventable defects.11 And even for those defects
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that are not practicably preventable, paying for a higher rem-
edy could give buyers additional insurance, whi‹ would be
particularly valuable if private insurance is unavailable, and if
the law's usual damage remedy provides less insurance than
buyers want.12 Higher prices might also correct for some kinds
of imperfect information, if the higher prices re>ected (as they
might in a strict liability regime) the cost of risks that consum-
ers would otherwise underestimate.13 And in any situation
where enforcement of legal rules is less than perfect, buyers
might prefer to pay higher prices (up to a point) to cover the
extra penalties needed to increase deterrence.14 

Of course, it is also possible for some (or even all) buyers
to prefer not to pay higher prices, even if those higher prices
come with more generous remedies for brea‹. Žus, when
economists evaluate a proposed ‹ange in the law, they will



usually want to determine just how many buyers would prefer
to pay the higher prices, and how many buyers would prefer
the opposite. By contrast, philosophers o_en seem to evaluate
legal ‹anges without worrying about the e<ect on prices, or
about how many buyers would prefer a lower or higher price.
Hence the question with whi‹ this essay began: why do econ-
omists and philosophers think about prices so di<erently?

II.  Prices and Speci=c Individuals

In sections iii and iv, I explore in more detail some of the
reasons why price e<ects drop out of many non-economic an-
alyses. First, though, it will be useful to restate the economic
analysis on a more human scale, focusing on the reasons why
individual parties to a contract might themselves care about
contract law's e<ects on prices. Otherwise, if the only reason
for caring about price e<ects is a broad (and ill-de=ned) goal
like |e<iciency," the debate is likely to bog down in warring
abstractions, with e{ciency set against equally general and
equally contestable principles su‹ as respect for autonomy, or
=delity to commitments.

Žis focus on abstract goals like e{ciency is sometimes
encouraged by the fact that, when economists evaluate con-
tract law, they do not limit their a¬ention to the price e<ects of
any particular rule. As we have just seen, most legal rules (in
addition to a<ecting prices) a<ect other behavior as well, as
when higher damage awards induce sellers to take extra pre-
cautions to reduce the likelihood of a brea‹. Moreover, these
other e<ects will also be relevant to economists: possibly more
relevant than the price e<ects themselves. A_er all, a ‹ange in
price is partly a zero-sum transfer, as the buyer's loss from pay-
ing a higher price equals the seller's gain from receiving a high-



15. As noted earlier, similar examples could be constructed involving indiv-
iduals who preferred higher prices and more generous legal remedies. I leave
those examples as an exercise for the reader.

16. I am fully aware of the argument that real people do not think about
contract damages in this way. See the discussion infra at note 64.

er price. Žus, for there to be any net ‹ange in overall welfare,
that ‹ange will usually have to come from the other behavior
that is a<ected, not just from the ‹ange in prices. 

However, economists' focus on overall welfare (or on some
other abstraction like e{ciency) o_en ends up obscuring the
actual e<ects of contract law on particular individuals, includ-
ing any e<ect on the prices those parties pay. To bring those
e<ects ba› to the foreground, this section presents =ve con-
crete examples, ea‹ involving a speci=c legal issue (punitive
damages, nonpecuniary losses, the duty to mitigate, limits on
consequential damages, and deliberate brea‹es). Ea‹ exam-
ple also features one or more ident=ed individuals with a par-
ticular reason for preferring lower prices and a less generous
legal remedy.15 Sections iii and iv will then show how these
individuals' reasons drop out of most noneconomic analyses.

A.  Punitive damages (Amitabh)

Že=rst example features Amitabh, a buyer who is about to
enter an investment contract. If the contract is not performed,
the loss he su<ers will be entirely =nancial, and can easily be
measured. However, Amitabh cannot a<ord to su<er a =nan-
cial shortfall just now, so he wants a seller who is willing to
compensate all his losses in the event of a brea‹. In fact, he is
even willing to pay a somewhat higher price for his contract
(within reason, of course) in order to get that assurance.16

Apart from his current =nancial needs, though, Amitabh's



tastes are modest. He does not dream of untold wealth; nor
does he buy lo¬ery ti›ets, or bet on horses at long odds. He is
therefore surprised when his seller o<ers to agree (for just a
few dollars more) that, in the event of a brea‹, she will pay
Amitabh a penalty equal to ten times the amount of his =nan-
cial losses, thus giving him a spectacularly high return on his
contract. Having no need for su‹ a spectacular return, and
preferring not to pay extra to get a ‹ance at ri‹es, Amitabh
declines this o<er. In other words, Amitabh would rather save
by paying a lower up-front price, while giving up the right to
collect a supracompensatory award in the event of a brea‹.

B.  Non-pecuniary losses (Ira and George)

Že second example features Ira and George, who are hir-
ing a videographer to record their upcoming wedding. If the
videoographer bot‹es the recording, they will not su<er any
=nancial loss, but they will lose something of irreplaceable
sentimental value. Že couple therefore wants to be sure the
videographer has a strong incentive not to bot‹ the recording,
and this leads them (initially) to want a contract under whi‹
the videographer must pay a substantial penalty if the record-
ing is not successful.

When the videoographer quotes a price to them, though,
Ira and George reconsider. Žey realize that a monetary pen-
alty for brea‹ (even a large one) will not replace the lost
recording. Žey also realize that a bot‹ed job by the video-
grapher will not leave them with any greater =nancial needs –
unlike Amitabh, in the previous example – while paying a high
price for the recording would take money they could certainly
use now, what with the cost of weddings these days and the
expenses of starting a new household and so on. In the end,
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they compromise on a moderate contract at a moderate price,
which requires the videographer to refund double her fee if
she fails to deliver the pictures. Žis double refund is far less
than any truly compensatory measure of damages would be,
meaning that it is less than the pictures are truly |worth" to the
couple (by any plausible measure of worth). But the double
refund is still large enough to make the videographer take her
professional duties seriously, if she needs any prompting at all
in that regard, and all consider it a reasonable compromise.17

C.  Mitigation of damages (Žeresa)

For a third example, suppose that the duty to mitigate were
abolished, so brea‹ers were held fully responsible even for
losses that the nonbrea‹er could easily have avoided. One
e<ect would be to increase sellers' average liability costs, lead-
ing to higher prices for the reasons discussed above. 

Now consider Žeresa, a principled buyer who wouldn't
dream of trying to collect from a seller for losses she could have
prevented herself. If the seller Žeresa bought from knew that
she held these principles, and if he were sure he could trust her
to adhere to those principles even when push came to shove,
he might then ‹arge Žeresa a lower price than usual, because
his average liability costs would be less (as a result of Žeresa's
diligent e<orts to mitigate). But if the seller does not know
Žeresa, he is unlikely to reduce his price just on her own



18. Žis illustrates a point that Dori Kimel has emphasized: while promises
are o_en made to trusted acquaintances, legally enforceable contracts are
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assertion that she always mitigates her losses.18 Instead, to get
a lower price from this seller, Žeresa will probably have to
o<er a contract in whi‹ she binds herself not to sue for losses
that could have been mitigated – whi‹ is =ne with her, since
she doesn't believe in suing for those losses anyway. Žeresa
therefore agrees to a lower priced contract that |imposes" on
her a duty to mitigate.

D.  Consequential damages (Ri›)

As the previous example illustrates, price e<ects do not al-
ways a<ect all buyers equally, so buyer heterogeneity – the
distribution of e<ects on di<erent types of buyers – may have
to be considered. Indeed, the issues posed by buyer hetero-
geneity can easily arise in almost any case involving conse-
quential damages are at stake.

To make this more concrete, suppose that the limits on
consequential damages, su‹ as the rule of Hadley v Baxendale,
have all been relaxed or repealed. More speci=cally, suppose
that airlines are now legally liable for whatever losses their
passengers su<er if the airlines' >ights are delayed. Some pas-
sengers have missed important business meetings; and these,
let us assume, have collected appropriately large damages from
the airlines, who have raised ti›et prices to re>ect this in-
creased liability. Ri›, however, is a college student taking a
year o< to travel around the Mediterranean on no particular
s‹edule. Knowing that he will lose li¬le if his >ight out of



Morocco is delayed, Ri› buys a heavily-discounted ti›et on
Air Marrakesh whi‹ speci=es that the airline will have no
liability at all if the >ight is delayed, and need only refund the
ti›et price if the >ight is canceled. While this puts Ri› at
some risk that he might not rea‹ his destination in time, he is
not averse to spending a few more days in Morocco; and he has
also learned (correctly) that Air Marrakesh has a good tra›
record with relatively few delays or cancellations. Ri› is
therefore willing to take this ‹ance, in the hope that the
heavily-discounted fare will leave him with more money to
spend during the rest of his travels.

E.  Sale to another buyer (Bithiah)

Že =nal example features Bithiah, a wealthy collector of
art and antiques. Browsing in an antique store, she =nds an oil
painting that she likes and o<ers to buy it at its listed price of
$5,000. Že store owner agrees, but tells her that he cannot let
her take the painting just yet, because an old and valued cus-
tomer who had also expressed interest in the painting is arriv-
ing the next day to look at it. Že store owner explains that if
his old customer wanted the painting, the owner would feel ob-
liged to sell it to him, not only because of their long-time re-
lationship (the customer was a friend of the owner's father),
but also because the customer had hinted that he might pay
signi=cantly more than $5,000. 

Že store owner then told Bithiah: |Of course, if he does
decide to buy it, I'll give you ba› your $5,000." When Bithiah
looked unenthusiastic, the owner continued as follows:

Were you thinking of the painting as an investment? If
so, I'll agree to hand over to you anything that my old
customer pays above my original price of $5,000. But in



19. Fried (supra note 3) at 105–06 (noting that restricting lenders' remedies
against defaulting borrowers might increase the lenders' costs and drive some
of them out of business, thus potentially making borrowers worse o< rather
than be¬er). I have stret‹ed slightly to count  this as a discussion of |price"
e<ects, for Professor Fried never mentions the possibility that lenders, rather

that case, if I'm giving up any ‹ance at the extra pro=ts
from my old customer, I'm going to want a higher price
from you – say, $5,500. In other words, (a) if you buy
the painting for $5,500, you'll either get the painting (if
my old customer doesn't want it) or you'll get whatever
my old customer pays above $5,000. Or if you'd rather,
(b) you can buy the painting for only $5,000 – but in
that case, all you'll get is your money ba› if my old
customer decides to buy the painting.

A_er thinking it over, Bithiah decided she wasn't interested
in speculating on the painting's resale value, so she agreed to
option (b), buying the painting for the lower price of $5,000.
Že next day, the old customer o<ered the store owner $8,000
for the painting. Že owner accepted that o<er; gave the paint-
ing to his old customer; and gave Bithiah her $5,000 ba›.

III.  Prices in Noneconomic Analyses

In ea‹ of section ii's examples, one of the contracting par-
ties has what I take to be at least a potentially legitimate reason
to prefer that the other party not be subjected to heavy sanc-
tions for brea‹, in order to bring down the price that party is
willing to ‹arge. As the citations in that section illustrate,
these reasons have o_en been analyzed by economists.

Most non-economic theorists, however, devote li¬le or no
a¬ention to price e<ects. Charles Fried, in Contract as Promise,
mentions them only once.19 Stephen Smith does only slightly
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makes the same point in ea‹ of these two passages, so I am being generous
in counting it as two references.

be¬er, mentioning them just twice in the 430 pages of his oth-
erwise comprehensive book on contract theory.20 And Dori
Kimel, in a book that nicely advances Professor Fried's analysis
in many respects, does not mention price e<ects at all.21 

Moreover, even these few references to price e<ects all
come in connection with doctrines or policies that, in these
authors' view, should not be part of contract law in the =rst
place. Professor Fried, for example, believes that price e<ects
shed important light on the costs of the unconscionability doc-
trine – but he also believes that unconscionability is a danger-
ous and unwise intrusion into the promise-based rules of con-
tract law.22 Similarly, Professor Smith believes price e<ects
could shed light on contract law's e{cacy in pursuing dis-
tributive goals – but he also believes contract law should not
pursue that goal.23 In other words, not one of these authors
discusses price e<ects in connection with any topic that they
believe are properly part of contract law – topics like the miti-
gation requirement, or the limits on consequential damages, or
of the other issues in the examples in section ii.

How is it, then, that some non-economists can so com-
pletely ignore price e<ects when it comes to contract law? Že
short answer, of course, is that these theorists believe they have
good substantive reasons for disregarding price e<ects: reasons
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that rest on normative criteria that do not depend on prices.
Some of these substantive reasons will be examined at more
length in section iv.

First, this subsection brie>y mentions some non-substan-
tive factors that may predispose economists and philosophers
to think di<erently about price e<ects, without necessarily just-
ifying either predisposition. For example, one obvious di<er-
ence is that economists are trained to study prices, and most of
their work involves markets in whi‹ prices play a central role.
To a ‹ild with a hammer, everything looks like a nail; and the
hammer of many economists is price theory.

By contrast, philosophers do not regularly study prices in
the ordinary course of their profession. To the contrary, many
noneconomists study legal doctrines other than contract law;
and where those other doctrines are concerned, prices may
indeed by irrelevant. For exammple, if the law increases the
penalties for the_ or trespass, that will not raise the prices that
thieves or trespassers ‹arge their victims, for thieves and tres-
passers do not ‹arge prices in the =rst place.24 Žus, price
e<ects will not naturally be salient to s‹olars who think of
remedies as a uni=ed =eld of its own, whose principles apply to
remedies for all wrongs across all legal contexts.

It may also be signi=cant that, when philosophers do turn
to contract law, they usually begin with the extensive literature
that asks how promises can be morally binding. As David
Hume noted long ago, there is something of a puzzle about
how a promisor, merely by u¬ering certain words, can create
a moral obligation where no obligation existed before.25 Hume
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had his own solution to this puzzle, of course, as do the many
others who have wri¬en on the issue.26 But what is signi=cant
for present purposes is that practically all of the solutions to
this |puzzle" are independent of the price that the promisor
‹arges. If a promise to deliver ten bushels of widgets for $500
creates a moral obligation, so too (under most circumstances)
will a promise to deliver the same quantity of widgets for $450;
and whatever explains the moral obligation in the =rst example
will surely also explain the obligation in the second. In short, in
the literature about why promises are binding, there has never
been any reason for philosophers to pay particular a¬ention to
the promise's price. 

It is also true that  economists and philosophers di<er in
the kind of contract or promise that they take to be the stan-
dard or typical case. Economists, of course, routinely analyze
commercial dealings between parties with economic motives:
parties for whom price is an important consideration. By con-
trast, as Barbara Fried has pointed out, philosophers who write
about promises o_en focus on informal promises between
friends or family members. Since informal promises rarely in-
volve the payment of any price at all, it is not surprising that no
analysis of price e<ects has emerged from that literature.27

In short, there are many reasons why economists and phil-
osophers might be disposed to devote more or less a¬ention to
price e<ects. However, careful theorists do not rely merely on
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their own dispositions to decide whether to consider price
e<ects (or anything else). Instead, many philosophers rely on
one or more substantive arguments that could justify them in
disregarding price e<ects. Section iv surveys seven of those
substantive justi=cations, collecting them all in one place for
what I believe is the =rst time. It will no doubt be clear that I do
not =nd many of these justi=cations persuasive, given my roots
on the economists' side of the divide. But the aim of section iv
is as mu‹ to catalog these arguments as it is to criticize them.
If we can be clear about what the arguments are, we should
then be be¬er able to debate their merits. 

IV.  How Prices Get Dismissed

Suppose, then, that we have a case in whi‹ greater rem-
edies for brea‹ would trigger higher prices. Suppose also that
some contracting parties would prefer not to pay those higher
prices, perhaps for one of the reasons discussed in section ii. As
we have seen, economists would place a great deal of weight on
these individuals' reasons for not wanting to pay a higher price.
Why might noneconomists di<er?

A.  Impermissible ‹oices

Že =rst argument o<ers the most direct ‹allenge to the
relevance of price e<ects. Že premise of this argument is that
there are some ‹oices we simply do not allow individuals to
make, no ma¬er how mu‹ they might want to, and no ma¬er
how good a price they could get. For example, no state allows
contracts of personal slavery, regardless of how high a price the
slave might get .28 Many states also refuse to enforce paid ges
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tational surrogacy agreements – and again, this prohibition
applies regardless of the price the surrogate receives.29 In
economics, these are sometimes referred to as |merit goods."30

Of course, many of these prohibitions are controversial,
and I will not address those controversies here. Instead, I will
merely note that these arguments for an outright prohibition
are relatively rare, and are almost never invoked in for garden-
variety issues like those in the examples in section ii. Nobody
argues that contracting parties should not be allowed (at any
price) to agree to extra mitigation requirements, for example,
or to stipulate to damages that are less than fully compensa-
tory. To understand how price e<ects disappear from non-
economic analyses of these issues, we will have to look further.

B.  Default rules

Že prohibitions discussed in the previous subsection were
mandatory rules: rules that deny the parties the option of enter-
ing certain kinds of contracts. Mu‹ of contract law, though,
consists of default rules: rules that parties are allowed to |opt
out" of if they wish. If the law adopts a particular damage rule
for parties who have not speci=ed otherwise, but if it allows
parties to specify otherwise if they want to, then the rule is
merely a default rule.

Because default rules leave parties free to ‹oose their own
terms and prices, they may be easier to justify than the mand-
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atory rules discussed above. For example, Seana Shi<rin has
wri¬en critically about small remedies for certain brea‹es, and
her criticisms might have been used to support a mandatory
rule, under whi‹ no parties would be allowed to contract for
those remedies, no ma¬er how favorable a price they got.31
Professor Shi<rin's actual position, though, is only that the law
should not adopt various smaller remedies as a default rule. In
other words, she argues that the law should not presume from
the contract's silence that the smaller remedies were intended.
Instead, she supports the opposite default rule, in whi‹ con-
tracts would be presumed to come with relatively generous
remedies, unless the parties explicitly speci=ed otherwise.32

1. Choosing a default rule.  Žough it may not be obvious,
this is one of the points at whi‹ price e<ects sometimes dis-
appear from noneconomic analyses of contract law. Speci=c-
ally, if we are looking at those parts of contract law that are
merely default rules, it can easily seem as though there is no
need for us to be concerned about Amitabh, or Žeresa, or any
of the other parties in section ii. A_er all, even if we adopt a
default rule with a very generous remedy, whi‹ leads sellers to
‹arge a high price, the Amitabhs and Žeresas of the world
can avoid that price simply by opting out of the default rule:
they can stipulate to a less generous remedy, whi‹ should
bring down the seller's costs and (hence) result in lower prices.

In other words, as long as Amitabh and the others are free
to negotiate their own pa›age of prices and remedies, it might
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seem that there is no reason for s‹olars to ‹oose a particular
pa›age for them, or to advise them about what pa›age they
should prefer. More precisely, s‹olars (or practicing lawyers)
who advised private parties would still have to worry about
price e<ects, since private parties are the ones who decide
when to opt out of the law's default remedies, and to decide
what to negotiate for instead.33 However, most legal s‹olars
see themselves as advising judges or legislators rather than
private parties. And since public lawmakers (in a default-rule
regime) are not the ones who ultimately ‹oose the remedy or
price, it might seem as though these s‹olars could justi=ably
ignore any price e<ects.

While this is an a¬ractive position, it is incomplete in one
respect, for it fails to address how the law's default rules should
be ‹osen. Žat is, why should the default rule be a generous
remedy, whi‹ puts the burden of opting out on buyers like
Amitabh and Žeresa, if they want a lower price? Why not
instead make the default remedy very low, thus placing the
burden of opting out on any buyers who want higher prices
and more generous remedies? To be sure, if the cost of opting
out is very small, having to do so may not be very mu‹ of a
burden on the Amitabhs or Žeresas. But what if the cost of
opting out would be equally small for parties who prefer a
higher price and a more generous remedy? Why should the
Amitabhs and Žeresas be the ones to bear any burden?

In other words, default rules present a sort of formal sym-
metry that defeats any easy normative conclusion. Typically,
the law has more than one default rule it could ‹oose, and any
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of the possible ‹oices will leave some parties with the burden
of opting out, however heavy or light that burden might be. To
=nd some reason for ‹oosing one of the possible defaults over
another, we need some way of ge¬ing around that apparent
symmetry. 

Of course, over the last three decades or so – roughly, in
the years since Contract as Promise was wri¬en – economists
have  developed an extensive analysis of factors that might arg-
ue for one default rule rather than another. Not surprisingly,
perhaps, the economic analysis of default rules also depends
heavily on what I am calling price e<ects. Že following subsec-
tion brie>y summarizes that analysis, so that we can later see
just where the non-economic analyses depart from it.

2. Default rules in economic analysis. Economists do not all
think alike on the topic of default rules (or on any other topic,
of course). Indeed, one s‹olar recently questioned whether
the law ever uses certain kinds of default rules, in a debate that
re>ects deeper di<erences over how the concept of a |default
rule" should even be de=ned.34 Žat said, here is how I see the
economic analysis of default rules, and I do not believe my
account to be far from the mainstream.

Žis account begins by distinguishing two bases on whi‹
default rules might be ‹osen.35 So-called |majoritarian" de-
fault rules are ‹osen to minimize the number of parties who
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will want to opt out of the rule, since opting out of a rule typ-
ically takes at least some time and e<ort (including, perhaps,
the cost of paying a lawyer to dra_ the opting-out language).
Žese opt-out costs can be minimized if the law pi›s a default
rule that mimics what most parties would agree to anyway, for
that way most parties will not have any reason to opt out. More
precisely, if the cost of opting out is the same for all parties, the
aggregate opt-out costs can be minimized by pi›ing the de-
fault rule that the greatest number of parties would prefer
(hence the |majoritarian" label). If, instead, the cost of opting
out varies across di<erent parties – as might be the case if some
parties had easier access to lawyers, for example – then aggre-
gate opt-out costs can be minimized only by weighting the
number of parties who would want to opt out according to the
actual cost that ea‹ of those parties would have to incur.36

Default rules can also a<ect other costs, though, including
the various costs that will be felt if one or both parties mis-
understand the legal e<ects of the contract they have entered.
|Penalty" default rules aim to reduce these la¬er costs by in-
ducing some parties to spell out their intended agreement
clearly and explicitly. What gives this inducement its force is
the threat that, if the parties fail to be su{ciently explicit, they
will be governed by a default rule ‹osen deliberately to be un-
a¬ractive – in other words, a penalty. 

To be sure, if this threat succeeds in inducing a great num-
ber of parties to make their contracts more explicit (thereby
opting out of the penalty), that will maximize rather than min-
imize the aggregate opt-out costs. But those extra opt-out costs
may be worth it, on balance, if being more explicit up front
causes one or both parties to be be¬er informed about what
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they have agreed to.37  For example, the rule of Hadley v. Bax-
endale might well increase aggregate opt-out costs, if it induces
lots of buyers to provide full information to their sellers about
just how mu‹ the buyers will lose in the event of a brea‹. But
that information might on balance be worth the extra trans-
action costs, if (say) it enables sellers to adjust their level of
precautions in light of the extra information they now have.38

Penalty default rules raise another issue involving the pre-
cise way in whi‹ the |penalty" should be una¬ractive to the
parties. Penalty defaults are meant to act as a threat, to induce
the parties to be more explicit, but sometimes one side's threat
is the other side's bonus. (Imagine a default rule that said |If
the parties do not specify a damage measure, the buyer must
pay the seller ten million dollars.") In su‹ a case, a ‹oice may
have to be made about whi‹ way to |slant" the default rule,
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meaning whi‹ party should be the one to su<er the penalty if
the contract is not made explicit. On this issue, a common rec-
ommendation is to slant the penalty against whi‹ever party is
most likely to be aware of the law's default rule, since the threat
of a penalty will have li¬le or no e<ect on anyone who doesn't
know that the threat exists.39 Žus, in se¬ings where only one
of the parties is likely to know the default rule – as might be the
case in contracts between businesses and consumers, for exam-
ple – the threat will probably be most e<ective if the default
rule is ‹osen to be una¬ractive to the party who is be¬er in-
formed about the law.

Viewed in these terms, penalty default rules have mu‹ in
common with mandatory disclosure laws, like the truth-in-
lending rules or various product labeling requirements.40 (An-
other common label for penalty defaults is |information-for-
cing rules."41) All of these increase transaction costs in one
respect, by inducing parties to spend more time disclosing
information in advance of a sale. On this view, penalty defaults
make sense under the same broad conditions that mandatory
disclosure laws make economic sense – that is, if but only if the
bene=ts of disclosing the extra information are worth the costs
of having to communicate it.42
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Žis analogy to mandatory disclosure laws may also shed
light on a less-frequently studied question, about exactly what
should have to be disclosed (and where, and in what format)
before a party will be deemed to have opted out of a penalty
default rule. As Rip Verkerke has emphasized, inserting a line
of =ne print in a boilerplate contract is unlikely by itself to pro-
duce the hoped-for informational bene=ts. As a consequence,
it might sometimes (or even o_en) make sense to require a
more prominent disclosure before the parties can be said to
have successfully opted out of the penalty. But this recommen-
dation too, like the case for penalty defaults themselves, works
only when the bene=ts of more prominent disclosures exceed
the likely costs.

Indeed, the issue of what the parties must do to opt out of
a default is really just the >ip side of another question that has
not been as frequently studied: the question of what should
count as a |gap" for purposes of determining whether there is
any space in the contract for a default rule to =ll. On the view
I have presented here, a |gap" cannot be de=ned solely by
reference to the semantic properties of the contract itself. In-
stead, on this view a |gap" exists in just those cases where the
parties, in terms of the completeness and prominence of their
disclosure, have fallen short of whatever we decide they ought to
do in order to opt out of that particular default rule. To answer
one question (what should be required to opt out?) is to simul-
taneously answer the other question (what should count as a
gap?), because in economics they are the same question.43
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To summarize, the economic analysis of default rules can
be seen as taking economists' concern with price e<ects and
extending that concern over the entire population of buyers
and sellers. Some buyers, like Ira and George and Amitabh, will
prefer small remedies and low prices; other buyers will prefer
the opposite; and still others will prefer something in the mid-
dle. By ‹oosing a default rule rather than a mandatory rule,
the law allows all of these buyers to get their preferred contract,
as long as they are willing to bear the cost of opting out.
However, the law cannot be similarly neutral in deciding whi‹
default rule to select, since every possible ‹oice will in>ict
opt-out costs on a di<erent set of buyers. 

Economists, ‹aracteristically, try to make this ‹oice by
looking at the aggregate costs faced by all of the possible buy-
ers or sellers, across an entire population of sellers and buyers.
Žis means that economists must also a¬end to all the ways in
whi‹ buyers di<er from one another – including some assess-
ment of whi‹ buyers would prefer to pay a higher price for a
more generous remedy, and whi‹ buyers would not, for that
is what determines whi‹ buyers will want to opt out of any
given default rule. Žis is why price e<ects remain central to
economic analysis, even when the rule being analyzed is merely
a default rule.

By contrast, most noneconomic analyses continue to pay
li¬le a¬ention to questions about whi‹ price pa›ages would
be preferred by whi‹ sellers or buyers, at least when we are
talking about mere default rules. Že remaining sections ex-
plore this omission in more detail, to see some of the ways in
whi‹ philosophers might justify one default rule over another
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without caring whi‹ buyers would want to pay for that default.

C.  Tacit understandings

Here is a di<erent reason why price e<ects might be dis-
regarded by noneconomists. As we have just seen, if the parties
to a contract have explicitly agreed to some combination of
price and remedy, most s‹olars would then see no reason for
conducting their own analysis of price e<ects, for that would be
second-guessing the parties' decision. But perhaps price e<ects
can also be disregarded even in cases where the parties'
contract was silent on the issue, if the parties nevertheless had a
tacit agreement or understanding about what price and remedy
they were agreeing to. In other words, this argument holds that
agreements can sometimes be tacit rather than explicit – and
that in either case, the terms of the actual agreement should
prevail over (and thus eliminate any need for) any economic
analysis of price e<ects.

To put the argument more precisely, theorists in this camp
begin with the premise that contracts should be interpreted,
where possible, to mat‹ the intention of the contracting
parties. Žey then add an additional premise: that the relevant
|intentions" are not necessarily limited to those that were
consciously in the parties' minds. Instead, a party's inten-
tions (on this view) may include many things that were not
consciously considered: things that were only implicitly under-
stood, or things that |went without saying."44 Lon Fuller put
the point as follows, in a passage that is o_en quoted:

It is ... plain that there is a psy‹ological state whi‹ can
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be described as a ‘tacit assumption’ that does not in-
volve a consciousness of alternatives. Že absentmind-
ed professor stepping from his o{ce into the hall as he
reads a book ‘assumes’ that the >oor of the hall will be
there to receive him. His conduct is conditioned  and
directed by this assumption, even though the possi-
bility that the >oor has been removed does not  ‘occur’
to him, that is, is not present in his mental processes.45

And those s‹olars who do not quote Professor Fuller are sure
to quote this similar passage from Wi¬genstein:

Someone says to me, |Show the ‹ildren a game." I
tea‹ them gaming with dice, and the other says, |I
didn't mean that sort of game." Must the exclusion of
the game with dice have come before his mind when he
gave me the order?46

Wi¬genstein's answer, and that of many contract theorists, is
that the exclusion of gambling could have been |intended"
even if it never consciously came before the speaker's mind.47

Now, to be sure, many of the theorists who take this view
are concerned mostly with rebu¬ing claims that contract law
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|imposes" certain doctrines, against the will of the contracting
parties. For example, implied excuses su‹ as frustration or im-
practicability have been described by some as having nothing
to do with the parties' intentions – as they surely do not, if |in-
tentions" are limited to those factors the parties consciously
thought of.48 However, those doctrines might seem less of an
external imposition, if they could be ‹aracterized as some-
thing that the parties implicitly intended all along. And while
all a›nowledge that the line between |tacitly intended" and
|externally imposed" is a thin one,49 the tacit agreement theor-
ists usually argue that many of the law's implied terms are in
fact be¬er understood if they are seen as merely carrying out
the parties' tacit understandings.

My interest here, though, is not in whether tacit under-
standings are |externally" imposed, but rather with the relation
between tacit understandings and price e<ects. Že possibility
of tacit understandings does not inevitably make price e<ects
irrelevant, for a careful analysis of price e<ects might help us
understand what di<erent parties are likely to assume. Stephen
Smith puts the point as follows:

A signi=cant part of the shared or |public" understand-
ings about agreements is comprised of understandings
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51. Ri‹ard Craswell, Do Trade Customs Exist? in Jody S. Kraus & Steven D.
Walt (eds), Že Jurisprudential Foundations of Corporate and Commercial
Law 118 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000).

about what should, morally, happen – these under-
standings, in turn, are to a signi=cant extent grounded
in, or in>uenced by, ideas of fairness and e{ciency. In
short, one of the things that |goes without saying" in
many contexts is that the arrangement should be fair
and e{cient.50

In keeping with this suggestion, I have argued that courts who
a¬empt to identify industry customs (one possible form of
tacit understanding) are o_en in>uenced by their view of the
economic merits of whatever custom a party alleges to exist.51

Nevertheless, the s‹olars who emphasize the role of tacit
understandings are almost never economists, so (as noted
earlier) these s‹olars almost never actually discuss price
e<ects in their analysis. And while it is also true that these
s‹olars rarely try to justify their disregard of price e<ects, it is
not hard to imagine an argument that might do so.  All that is
needed are two premises: (1) that the parties in fact have a tacit
understanding on some point, whose terms can be known
without economic analysis; and (2) that tacit understandings
should be enforced, because they are part of the parties' actual
agreement. Grant these premises, and it follows that the dis-
pute should be se¬led by reference to the terms of the tacit
understanding, rather than by reference to anything an econ-



52. Smith (supra note 20, 23) at 297–306.
53. Id. at 302.
54. Compare Žomas Scanlon's more skeptical view:

omist might say about price e<ects.
However, both of these premises are open to ‹allenge. For

one, even if a tacit understanding does exist, and its terms have
been identi=ed, it does not follow inevitably that the terms of
that understanding should always be enforced. To the con-
trary, if many parties aren't aware of that tacit understanding,
it might make sense to enforce only those terms of the tacit
understanding that have explicitly been pointed out to the
other party. In other words, it might make sense to adopt what
economists would call a penalty default, to encourage greater
disclosure to the party who is less-informed. And since tacit
understandings are de=ned to include beliefs that the parties
are not consciously aware of, the possibility that one party
might bene=t from explicit disclosure is very real.

Second, and perhaps more important, it will o_en be di{-
cult to tell whether the parties in any given case actually have
a tacit understanding on any given issue, or to tell what the
terms of that understanding are. For example, Stephen Smith
suggests that most parties tacitly accept contract law's excuse
doctrines (mistake, frustration, and dis‹arge for brea‹), so
none of those doctrines is truly =lling a |gap" in the parties'
agreement.52 He a›nowledges, though, that he has no evid-
ence to support this assertion, describing his view as |one that
I can really only report, not defend."53 And while he may of
course be right, it seems to me an unlikely coincidence that
contracting parties – most of whom are not lawyers – should
have tacitly internalized so mu‹ of the legal doctrine that Pro-
fessor Smith seeks to justify.54



 [W]hen, for example, I try to determine whether a promise to do x
obligates a person to do x even at the cost of y – it seems clear to me
that I am engaging in moral re>ection, not an inquiry into what the
accepted rules of our social practice of agreement-making are.…
[W]hile a social practice of agreement-making could shape the con-
tent of particular obligations arising under it in this way, I am unable
to identify any su‹ limitations built into our particular practice of
promising.

T. M. Scanlon, Promises and Practices, 19 Phil. & Pub. A<. 199, 215–16 (1990).
55. Contract as Promise (supra note 3) at 118; for a further discussion, see

Kraus (supra note ?) at 719–20 and n.99.
56. Barne¬ (supra note ?) at 183 and 196 n.59.

Nor does it help that other theorists have been equally
qui›, on equally li¬le evidence, to =nd a tacit understanding
in favor of whatever rules those theorists sought to justify. For
example, Charles Fried has asserted that most people tacitly
agree that the other party will be entitled to expectation dam-
ages if they fail to perform; and they also tacitly agree that the
other party will be permi¬ed to elect rescission as a remedy if
she prefers.55 And Randy Barne¬ has argued that most peop-
les' commonsense understandings include a rather detailed ta-
cit agreement about the availability of speci=c performance.
According to Professor Barne¬, most people tacitly agree that
(a) speci=c performance is the generally available remedy for
failure to perform, except when (b) the promised goods are
readily available from other suppliers, or when (c) the seller's
cost of performance has gone up substantially.56 

One reason I am skeptical of su‹ claims involves the nat-
ure of the issues for whi‹ a tacit understanding is asserted.
Lon Fuller's example, involving the >oor outside a professor's
o{ce, involved an issue on whi‹ near-unanimity could be
expected, since no professor would want a hallway without a



57. As a naive baby boomer who was raised on board games like Monopoly,
and who thus saw nothing wrong with |gaming with dice," my initial reaction
to Wi¬genstein's hypothetical was rather di<erent.

58. Among tacit agreement theorists, Randy Barne¬ is a notable exception
on this point, for he is willing to consider the possibility that di<erent parties
have di<erent preferences and/or di<erent understandings of the terms of
their tacit agreement. Signi=cantly, Professor Barne¬ is also willing to consid-
er all of the factors that economists would consider relevant in selecting a
default rule, including (for example) the use of penalty default rules to be¬er
inform parties who are less legally sophisticated than others. Barne¬, Silence
(supra note 50) at 885–93. 

>oor. Že same may be true of Wi¬genstein's example, at least
for respectable families in his era.57 By contrast, the availability
of speci=c performance is something on whi‹ di<erent parties
are apt to have di<erent preferences, once any price e<ects are
taken into account.  Indeed, price e<ects almost always intro-
duce substanatial diversity or heterogeneity across buyers, thus
making unanimity unlikely. Žat is, even if all buyers would
like the idea of speci=c performance (or any other remedy) if
they could get it for free, buyers are mu‹ more likely to hold
di<erent views about just how mu‹ they are willing to pay for
that remedy.

By contrast, the normative goals of the |tacit understand-
ing" argument usually require not just that ea‹ individual have
some tacit understanding, but that most or all contracting par-
ties have the same tacit understanding, for otherwise we would
have no basis for claiming a tacit agreeement.58 Žus, when the-
orists posit that most buyers have the same tacit understand-
ings on any moderately complex issue, those theorists almost
have to be (tacitly?) disregarding price e<ects.



59. I set aside here the ‹allenges facing any a¬empt to rigorously de=ne a
|deliberate" brea‹. For a discussion of that issue, see Craswell, Willful, supra
note 8.

D.  Deductive logic

Že next argument relies not on tacit understandings, but
rather on the rules of logic. Speci=cally, it has been urged that
some remedies – including some remedy/price pa›ages that
some buyers might prefer – can nevertheless be excluded on
grounds of logical inconsistency, because they are inconsistent
with the premise that the parties' contract was binding.

Žis argument is most o_en made in connection with what
might be called a |deliberate" brea‹,59 when a seller brea‹es
one contract to sell to another buyer (as in section ii's example
involving Bithiah and the painting). Že argument begins with
the premise that the original contract transferred ownership of
the painting to Bithiah, for only by transferring ownership can
a contract have any  force at all (or so the argument runs). And
if Bithiah now owns the painting (the argument continues), a
brea‹ by the seller would deprive her of what is actually her
own property. Žus, in any system that respects property
rights, the remedy for brea‹ must logically be high enough to
deter the seller from brea‹ing without Bithiah's consent, for
otherwise the contract would not have succeeded in transfer-
ring full property rights to Bithiah.

Examples of this argument are easy to =nd. Here is Peter
Benson's version (the italics are mine):

   Že idea that the formation of a contract entails a
transfer of non-physical possession at the moment of
agreement implies, in turn, a general entitlement in prin-



60. Peter Benson, Že Idea of a Public Basis of Justi=cation for Contract, 33
Osgoode Hall L.J. 273, 324 (1995).

61. Daniel Friedmann, Že Performance Interest in Contract Damages, 111
L.Q. Rev. 628, 637–638 (1995) (footnotes omi¬ed). For a broadly similar arg-
ument in favor of expectation damages, see Kimel, supra note 18, at 93 (|If  a
promise is binding, it invariably creates an entitlement in the promisee ").

ciple to expectation damages for brea‹ of contract.….
On this basis, when the law seeks to put the plainti< in
the position that he or she would have been in had the
contract been performed, it simply ensures that, at the
remedy stage, the plainti< obtains in fact what he or she
acquired in right at the moment of agreement. Expect-
ation damages protect and, as it were, give ba› to the
plainti< something that already belongs to him or
her.60

And Daniel Friedmann has argued similarly:

Suppose that in consideration of $300 D undertook to
transfer to P, within 6 months, certain shares. A_er 5
months, when the price of the shares rea‹es $1000, D
reneges. If we assume that the contract was valid so that
it vested in P the right to the promised performance, it fol-
lows that P would be entitled either to speci=c per-
formance (the value of whi‹ is $1000) or to the substi-
tutionary remedy of damages, whi‹ will be based upon
the value of the promised performance, namely
$1000.... To claim that the contract was binding, i.e. that
P was entitled to D's performance, and yet that recov-
ery can be con=ned to P's expenditure ($300), is a con-
tradiction in terms.61

In short, these authors are able to conclude that the proper



62. Seana Shi<rin makes two other objections to this interpretation of the
contract. I discuss these objections later in this section, and again in section
iv.g.

63. Similar criticisms have been made by Jody S. Kraus, Philosophy of

remedy for brea‹ of contract should be speci=c performance
or expectation damages (at the least). Moreover, they are able
to rea‹ this conclusion without having to consider whether
any buyers actually want that remedy, and without considering
the price that buyers would have to pay. If their logical argu-
ment can truly do this mu‹, then these theorists have strong
reasons for disregarding prices.

However, this is more than logic alone can do. Even if we
stipulate that Bethiah's contract must have transferred some
ownership rights, we still need to interpret the contract to =nd
out what rights were actually transferred. For example, Bethiah
might have received the absolute right to blo› any brea‹ by
the seller; or she might have received merely the right to get
her money ba›, whi‹ is what she contracted for in the exam-
ple in section ii. If Bethiah explicitly agreed to su‹ a limited
remedy, we can then say that the contract transferred to her
not the ownership of the painting itself (as Professors Benson
and Friedmann seem to assume), but merely the ownership of
a right to either the painting or to the return of her pur‹ase
price, with the election between these to be made by the seller.
And if we interpret the original contract as transferring only
the hybrid combination of rights (the painting or some small
quantum of damages), there is then no logical inconsistency in
awarding her the small quantum of damages.62

In other words, all that Professors Benson and Friedmann
have really shown is that remedies for brea‹ should involve
expectation damages in a purely formal, tautologous sense.63



Contract Law, in Jules Coleman & Sco¬ Shapiro (eds), Že Oxford Handbook
of Jurisprudence and Philosophy of Law 747–49 (Oxford: Oxford University
Press 2002); and by Daniel Markovits, Contract and Collaboration, 113 Yale L.J.
1417, 1499 (2004).

Žey have shown that the remedy must logically mat‹ what-
ever rights we decide that the contract has transferred, for to do
otherwise would indeed be a contradiction in terms. Žat is, if
we decide that a contract transferred X, but if we then award
some other value Y, that should logically force us to revise our
decision about precisely what the contract had transferred. Že
problem, though, is that this purely logical analysis does not
tells us how to decide whether the contract in fact transferred
X or Y. In other words, formal logic cannot tell us how to
decide whether any given should be read as transferring (a) the
absolute right to all revenues from the painting, or as trans-
ferring (b) only a conditional right to the painting if the older
customer didn't o<er more for it. Since neither interpretation
is truly self-contradictory, neither can be ruled out by formal
logic alone.

At this point, then, we must return to the arguments dis-
cussed in earlier sections. For example, Professors Benson and
Friedmann could say that their preferred interpretation is
merely a default rule, so if Bethiah or anyone else actually pre-
fers a smaller remedy (for a lower price), they are free to opt
out of the default. But since neither author explicitly considers
the price-related reasons why a buyer might want to opt out of
su‹ a default, neither author explains (or even asks) whether
the law instead should ‹oose the opposite default rule, in
whi‹ those buyers who preferred a larger remedy would be
the ones who would have to opt out.

1. Buyers who don't want to speculate. Are there other bases



64. Id. at 1565.

for ‹oosing between these possible default rules? For exam-
ple, does it ma¬er if most buyers think of themselves as buying
just |a painting," rather than buying a complex set of options?
Seana Shi<rin has pressed this point:

[P]arties typically come together to contract for per-
formance not as a sophisticated, disguised way to ex-
‹ange curency or to perform a veiled arbitrage dance.
Žey contract for performance because goods and serv-
ice are themselves the ends at least one party seeks.
Pu¬ing aside middlemen contracts (e.g., insurance
contracts, futures contracts, hedge contracts, and other
contracts whose primary purpose is to allocate risk),
the goods and services are not mere waystations for
further economic ex‹anges.64

Žis might be an interpreted as a majoritarian argument: an
argument that most parties (or most parties in certain kinds of
contracts) want and/or tacitly expect that their contract will
transfer all rights to the painting. Žere might also be an argu-
ment for a penalty default, if most buyers (in certain kinds of
contracts) didn't know that their contract gave them only lim-
ited rights in the painting, and if most sellers did know and
could easily inform buyers of those limits. Of course, to make
either of these arguments, an economist would want to know
just how many buyers needed this additional information, as
well as how many buyers would actually prefer a more gen-
erous or a more limited remedy; and the la¬er question, about
what various buyers would prefer, cannot be answered without
a¬ention to price e<ects. But in other contexts, Professor
Shi<rin seems willing to accept economic arguments for



65. See section iv.f infra.

‹oosing default rules,65 and that might be true in this passage
as well.

Notice, though, that whenever it is true that most buyers
are contracting |for performance," rather than for some option
involving further economic ex‹ange, that fact taken by itself
may argue against the large remedies that Professor Shi<rin
prefers. A_er all, Bethiah (in the example in section ii) agreed
to a smaller remedy precisely because she was not interested in
the painting as an investment vehicle, so she didn't want to pay
a higher price up front just to be able to get a greater share of
the pro=ts if another buyer o<ered a higher price. If Bethiah
had wanted to speculate on those gains, she then would have
had a strong reason for insisting on a large remedy, for a large
remedy would let her blo› the seller from brea‹ing unless he
agreed to share those gains with her – and the seller, knowing
this, would likely ‹arge a higher price. All else equal, then,
buyers who are not interested in su‹ speculation should be
more likely to want to pay a smaller price f or a smaller remedy,
not a larger price for a large one.

2. Remedies and universalizeability. Professor Shi<rin also
makes another argument that might be read as an a¬empt to
deduce buyers' preferences, either by formal logic alone or
(perhaps) by invoking ethical principles as a constraint. Žis
argument begins with the observation that brea‹ing and pay-
ing damages cannot be recommended as a response to every
contract, for in that case buyers would never get the goods or
services they contracted for, and this would be an absurd
result. For example, if Bithiah knew for certain that the owner's
other customer would buy the painting, it would be pointless
for her to enter a contract whose only remedy was to refund



66. Discussions of this issue in the philosophy literature include Don
Lo›e, Že Trivializability of Universalizability, 77 Phil. Rev. 25 (1968); and
Alan Gewirth, Že Non-Trivializability of Universalizability, 47 Australasian J.
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her pur‹ase price. By contrast, the opposite practice (per-
forming rather than paying damages) could  be universalized as
a response to every contract, without logical inconsistency or
any other obvious problem. Professor Shi<rin thus concludes
that the practice that is universalizable (performing) must be
the one that is morally required. In other words, even if some
buyers would prefer smaller remedies and lower prices, those
preferences can be disregarded because they con>ict with the
logical (?) or moral requirement of universalizeability.

However, this use of universalizeability puzzles me. I can-
not read universalizeability as a logical requirement, for it does
not seem to me to be logically inconsistent for Bethiah to pre-
fer a lower price and a smaller remedy, even though she admits
that she would prefer a di<erent remedy (or no contract at all)
if she knew the seller was going to brea‹. Moreover if univer-
salizeability is to have any signi=cance, it surely must apply
only to ‹oices that are similar in some relevant way.66 And a
contract with a 10% ‹ance of brea‹ is, in ways that ma¬er to
buyers, a di<erent contract than a contract with a 99% likeli-
hood of brea‹, just as a lo¬ery in whi‹ every ti›et is a win-
ner poses a di<erent gamble than a lo¬ery in whi‹ only one
ti›et will win. And while it is true that the =rst kind of lo¬ery
would be pointless, since every ti›et would pay only its face
value, what does that have to do with anyone's a¬itude toward
the second kind of lo¬ery? As Professor Shi<rin does not
develop this argument at any length, I will not pursue it here.



67. Shi<rin, Divergence (supra note 2) at 728.
68. |[W]hat is troubling about the behavior of the promisor here is pre-

E.  Že entailments of a promise

A di<erent argument, whi‹ Professor Shi<rin does dev-
elop at length, ‹allenges whether any contract can legitimate-
ly be read as leaving the seller free to ‹oose between either
performance or the payment of damages. On her view, su‹ a
contract would fail to qualify as a promise, so it would therefore
(?) be illegitimate to adopt this reading of the contract as the
default interpretation. In other words, this argument rules out
certain price/remedy combinations that buyers might prefer,
if the combination in question would be inconsistent with the
very idea of a promise.

Professor Shi<rin introduces the argument by paraphrasing
(and criticizing) the somewhat weak commitment that is pre-
sumed by contract law's current default rules:

It is out of bounds to say: “I solemnly promise to do X,
but I may fail to do so if something be¬er comes along;
moreover, if it does, you can only expect X’s market
value from me, although you may need to enlist the
help of others to pry it out of my clen‹ed =st. Fur-
ther, let us now declare that should I fail, it will not be
the sort of thing deserving of moral reprobation so long
as eventually you are made whole monetarily. More-
over, it is not the sort of thing you may be upset with
me over or view as showing my bad ‹aracter.”67

Su‹ a |commitment" will indeed strike many as bizarre,
though (as Barbara Fried has noted) that may be at least partly
due to the loaded language that is used.68 Professor Fried also



cisely the fact that for no reason he feels impelled to taunt the promisee with
the limited nature of his commitment. We naturally and rightly feel that only
a complete jerk would do that." B. Fried, supra note 27, at 60 n.29.

69. Id. at 56.

points out, importantly, that it is unclear in this example whe-
ther the buyer knew all along that he was ge¬ing su‹ a sev-
erely limited commitment, or whether this was sprung on him
a_er the contract had already been signed.69

I will set those issues aside, though, to focus on Professor
Shi<rin's own objection to this commitment. She is not merely
claiming that the buyer is ge¬ing a bad deal, for if that were her
claim she would have to say something about the price the
buyer is being ‹arged. At a low enough price, and for a buyer
who doesn't care that mu‹ about X in the =rst place, even the
grudging commitment described by Professor Shi<rin might
be an a¬ractive deal. But if we ignore the price issue – or, what
amounts to the same thing, if we assume that stronger commit-
ments could have been obtained elsewhere for the same price –
then of course this scenario will seem bizarre, for it gives us no
reason why the buyer would have agreed to su‹ a deal.

As I said, though, Professor Shi<rin is not criticizing this
arrangement merely on the grounds that it gives the buyer a
bad deal. Instead, her ‹arge is that this seller is commi¬ed to
so li¬le that his commitment cannot even qualify as a promise.
Her passage continues as follows:

Žis is not a full->edged promise. Its elaboratory re-
marks defy the language of its opening gambit. Žey
clarify that it is not a promise at all…. Rather, it seems
to be the statement of an intention to act, along with an
a›nowledgment that the statement will, in this con-
text, render the u¬erer susceptible to one sort of lia-
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bility at the hands of another. But there is no commit-
ment by the u¬erer to do anything at all. Although one
can declare within a promise some of the conditions
under whi‹ the promised performance may not oc-
cur, those conditions cannot coherently extend so far as
to include any situation in whi‹ the promisor has a
‹ange of heart or entertains a be¬er o<er.70

Now, to be clear, the arrangement that Professor Shi<rin
describes (and whi‹ current law presumes, more or less) does
not leave the seller completely free to behave as he likes, for
failing to perform will now subject him to the loss of whatever
small damages the law awards. Že arrangement she describes
thus represents a commitment of some sort, in the sense that
it leaves him with fewer options than he would have had if he
had not agreed to this arrangement. What it does not repre-
sent, according to Professor Shi<rin, is a promise. 

While it might be possible to ‹allenge Professor Shifrin's
de=nition of a promise, I will accept her de=nition here, at least
for the sake of argument. I therefore also accept the implica-
tions of that de=nition: (1) that a promise must come with
remedies of at least a certain minimal size, whi‹ is to say that
(2) a promise cannot leave the party who made it free to
‹oose between performing and paying damages. In other
words, a true promise must not involve certain combinations
of (low) price and (small) remedy, because those combina-
tions fall short of what de=nes a promise.

But what follows from this stipulation that some commit-
ments are not promises? Without more, all we have is a term-
inological point, whose only e<ect is on what we call those
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commitments.71 As I said, I am willing to accept Professor
Shi<rin's terminology, so I will stop using the word |promise"
to refer to the preferred arrangements of Ri›, or Žeresa, or
Ira and George. Instead, for convenience (and for want of a
be¬er label), I will refer to these as |demi-commitments."72

Že key question, though, is what follows from this term-
inological stipulation? Professor Shi<rin does not s how, or
even a¬empt to show, that demi-commitments are in any way
inferior to |real" promises. Nor does she argue that the law
should reserve its enforcement powers for real promises, while
refusing to enforce mere demi-commitments. (An argument
made by others will be discussed in the following section.) For
example, as long as Ri› or Žeresa or Ira and George have
explicitly agreed to a demi-commitment, by explicitly agreeing
to accept a less stringent remedy, I do not read Professor
Shi<rin as imposing legal enforceability at all. As discussed
earlier, her argument seems to be only that the default inter-
pretation of a contract (one that is silent on the issue) should
not treat it as a demi-commitment, whi‹ would put the
burden of specifying otherwise on those who prefer a stronger
promise.73 Instead, Professor Shi<rin prefers that the stronger
promise be the default interpretation, thus pu¬ing the burden
of specifying otherwise on those who prefer a mere demi-
commitment.



And now we are ba› on familiar ground, with the question
of whi‹ group of buyers should get to have their preferred
pa›age as the default pa›age. Speci=cally, we are ba› to the
‹allenge created by the formal symmetry of default rules: why
should the burden of stating their wishes explicitly be placed
on those who want demi-commitments, rather than on those
parties who want full->edged promises? Žat position puts a
great deal of stress on the di<erence between promises and
mere demi-commitments, while the moral relevance of that
di<erence has yet to be established.

Of course, there may well be economic grounds for ‹oos-
ing one default rule over another. For example, if we thought
that most buyers preferred a full->edged promise, even with
the higher price su‹ a  promise might command, that might
give us a majoritarian argument for making a full->edged pro-
mise the default. Or if we thought most buyers didn't know
that sellers' contracts were mere demi-commitments, and if
most sellers did know this (and could easily inform buyers),
that might give us a penalty-default argument for making a real
promise the default. But ea‹ of these arguments, to be con-
vincing, would have to make some e<ort to assess just how
many buyers did know what they were ge¬ing, or how many
buyers would actually prefer one form of commitment over
another. In other words, ea‹ of these arguments depends, at
least implicitly, on an unspoken judgment about price e<ects.

F.  Že scope of contract law

Others have suggested that the de=nition of a promise is
not merely a stipulation about terminology, but is instead a
substantive distinction with moral and policy signi=cance.
Žese s‹olars have suggested that mere demi-commitments
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either should not be enforced at all; or – what is not quite the
same thing – they should not be enforced under the rubric of
contract law.

Consider a recent ex‹ange between Mi‹ael Pra¬ and
Dori Kimel. Professor Pra¬ gives us the example of Rudy, a
self-employed electrician who is also |an eccentric, earnest,
solitary sort who takes pains to minimize the moral claims
others have on him."74 When a customer, Eliza, asks if Rudy
will promise to =x her electric problem, he replies that he is un-
comfortable making promises to his customers, so he prefers
to make business commitments |by contract alone, leaving the
morality of promising out of the picture entirely." Eliza tells
him that she would be satis=ed with an exclusively legal com-
mitment, so they draw up a contract that includes the following
language:

[T]he commitments expressed herein are exclusive-
ly contractual. We intend hereby to bind ourselves con-
tractually to make the payments and to perform the
acts speci=ed, but we do not intend to bind ourselves
morally to do so: these are contractual undertakings,
not promises.75

Here, too, we have a document that clearly is meant to
commit the seller to something (Rudy will now be liable for
damages if he fails to =x the electric problem). Nevertheless, if
the document is taken at its face value, Rudy's commitment
cannot be taken as a promise, for by design it does not commit
him to any of the moral obligations that come with promising.
It is, in other words, a mere demi-commitment.
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Professor Shi<rin's position, as we have seen, is that (at the
very least) Rudy and Eliza should have to state their wishes
explicitly before the law will enforce this nonpromissory ar-
rangement. It is also possible, though, to argue that su‹ demi-
commitments should not be enforceable at all as part of con-
tract law. A_er all, if one believes that contract law is mostly
concerned – or, be¬er yet, exclusively concerned – with en-
forcing promises, then commitments that are not promises
would seem to have no place in contract law. On this view, if
demi-commitments are to be enforced at all, they would have
to be enforced under some other doctrinal label – possibly tort
law; possibly a newly-created Law of Demi-Commitments.76

Indeed, this may be the position of Dori Kimel, at least for
some demi-commitments. Responding to Professor Pra¬, Pro-
fessor Kimel describes Rudy's demi-commitment as |oxymor-
onic …inasmu‹ as contractual undertakings are, in certain
ways, promises." He concludes that a party |cannot" enter a
contract while meaningfully declaring herself to be making
no promise.77 And while Professor Kimel stops short of de-
claring that Rudy's commitment should therefore be unen-
forceable under contract law, his description of that commit-
ment as |oxymoronic" suggests that su‹ a conclusion would
not be unthinkable.

Of course, even if Professor Kimel believes that Rudy's
demi-commitment should not be enforceable under contract
law, nothing in his position would preclude that same commit-
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ment from being enforced under some other body of law,
where the complaint |but it's not a promise!" would have no
force. As Jody Kraus has noted, one of the ways that econ-
omists and philosophers di<er is that economists are rarely
concerned with preserving contract law as a distinctive doc-
trinal area of its own, while (some) legal philosophers care
intensely about these doctrinal boundaries.78 Žus, the fact
that some writers a¬a‹ great signi=cance to the question of
whether demi-commitments are promises could be seen as just
one more re>ection of this di<erence between economists and
philosophers.

In my view, though, these debates about the status of demi-
commitments also illustrate two larger di<erences between
economists and philosophers. First, when non-economists
treat demicommitments as somehow inferior to real promises,
they do so without ever considering any price e<ects that
might come with the demi-commitment. To cite one more
example: If the electrician, Rudy, dislikes being under a moral
or promissory obligation, he might well ‹arge a higher price
if his customers demanded (or if the law imputed) a moral
commitment as well as a legal one. Žis possibility went un-
mentioned, and apparently unnoticed, by every one of the non-
economists cited above.



Second, if theorists are able to exclude all demi-commit-
ments from the very de=nition of contract law, this is another
instance of avoiding merely by stipulation the complexities
that arise when buyers and sellers di<er among themselves in
their willingness to pay higher or lower prices. Žat is, a the-
orist who excludes demi-commitments from his =eld of study
can then stop worrying about electricians like Rudy, or about
couples like Ira and George, or about any other |eccentrics"
who are willing to se¬le for smaller remedies in order to get
lower prices. Instead, parties with those preferences can all be
relegated to some other body of law – quite possibly to a body
of law that doesn't even exist yet – where they will be some-
body else's problem.

G.  Impermissible rationales

In these =nal two sections I discuss two further arguments
advanced by Seana Shi<rin, both of whi‹ are new additions to
the literature on default rules. Her =rst objection starts from
the premise that the rationale for legal rules – including, pre-
sumably, the rationale for any default rule – must not be un-
acceptable to a virtuous moral agent. Her second objection is
that some default rules, perhaps especially those that enforce
mere demi-commitments, might have long-term e<ects on cul-
tural a¬itudes toward commitments generally.

Žese are important arguments, in part because they avoid
some of the problems with earlier discussions of default rules.
Žat is, the earlier literature sometimes assumed (if only im-
plicitly) that morality, if it required anything at all from a de-
fault rule, required only that the default rule not be inconsist-
ent with the parties' moral obligations. Žis posed a problem:
since default rules, by de=nition, are those that leave parties
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free to opt out of whatever the rule requires, how could a mere
default rule ever be inconsistent with a moral obligation? As a
result, various writers (myself included) argued that many
moral theories placed no constraint at all on the permissible
content of a default rule.79 

Professor Shi<rin has now introduced two other ways in
whi‹ morality might constrain the content of a default rule.
Even when the default rules do not require any behavior that
is overtly inconsistent with morality, morality might neverthe-
less constrain the justi=cations that could be o<ered for that
rule. Alternatively, or in addition, morality might also constrain
the content of a default rule because of the possible long-term
e<ects on moral ‹aracter generally. Že =rst of these objections
is discussed below; the second in section iv.h.

1. What transparency requires. Professor Shi<rin does not
believe that contract law should enforce morality per se, but she
does believe that contract law should not make it di{cult for
citizens to develop their moral capacity. Moreover, |moral ca-
pacity" (in this context) is not meant to be neutral between all
the various moral views that citizens might hold, any more
than it is meant to be neutral between moral and amoral views
about promising. To the contrary, Professor Shi<rin believes
that liberalism presupposes that citizens have developed cert-
ain substantive moral capacities, and among these capacities is
a |mastery and appreciation of promissory norms."80 And for
Professor Shi<rin, as we have already seen, a correct under-
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standing of promissory norms includes the proposition that
deliberate brea‹es are immoral, at least when the parties have
not explicitly stipulated that su‹ brea‹es will be permi¬ed.

Now, the belief that deliberate brea‹es are immoral does
not itself justify prohibiting those brea‹es (according to Pro-
fessor Shi<rin), for that would be to enforce morality for its
own sake. Instead, what Professor Shi<rin requires is that the
legal system not adopt rules whose justi=cations would be in-
consistent with citizens' legitimate moral beliefs, for that too
would interfere with their development of the required moral
capacities, including (presumably) their internalization of the
corrrect promissory norms. She summarizes this by saying that
legal rules and their justi=cations should be |capable of being
known and accepted by a self-consciously moral agent."81 

Professor Shi<rin then argues that this requirement pre-
cludes some legal doctrines that permit or encourage deliber-
ate brea‹es, because the rationale for those doctrines could
not be accepted by anyone who believes (and, in her view, be-
lieves correctly) that su‹ brea‹es are immoral. Že problem,
as she sees it, is that the rationale for these doctrines usually
treats e{cient brea‹es as being good – either (1) so good as to
be morally justi=ed, all things considered; or at least (2) good
in the weaker sense of being immoral, but still worthy of being
encouraged by contract law, because contract law has purposes
other than morality. To Professor Shi<rin, position (1) is out
of bounds because it would be >atly inconsistent with the be-
liefs of, and therefore could not possibly be accepted by, any
moral agent who correctly believes that su‹ brea‹es are im-
moral. And even position (2) is problematic for a moral agent,
for it holds that contract law should encourage people to do
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things that con>ict with that agent’s fundamental moral com-
mitments. As Professor Shi<rin puts it:

A virtuous agent can surely accept that there may be
good aspects to wrongful brea‹ on certain occasions.
Yet, if su‹ brea‹ is indeed, all things considered,
wrong, a virtuous agent cannot accept the economic
bene=ts of brea‹ as constituting a su{cient, or even a
partial, contributory justi=cation for the law’s con-
tent.82

In this section, I am not concerned with whether Profes-
sor Shi<rin is right that some brea‹es of contract are immoral,
without regard to any price e<ects, so I will take that premise
to be true. Instead, in this section I discuss what follows from
that premise – and, in particular, what follows from it for the
law's ‹oice of default rules. Žat is, even if a virtuous agent
could not accept a rationale that presupposed that e{cient
brea‹es were good, could a virtuous agent nevertheless accept
a rationale for permi¬ing e{cient brea‹es as a default rule?

It might seem as though the answer is obvious: surely a
moral agent who could not accept the rationale for e{cient
brea‹ itself would be similarly unable to accept the rationale
for any default rule that permi¬ed (mu‹ less encouraged)
e{cient brea‹. But this conclusion is too hasty, for it ignores
the other possible rationales for default rules, including the
ways in whi‹ default rules might legitimately accommodate
the views of other citizens. 

2. Default rules and transparency.  Consider the economic
rationales for default rules that were described earlier in sec-



tion iv.b. To make the analysis more concrete, suppose (for
now) that lawmakers decide to adopt a majoritarian default
rule for certain kinds of contracts; and suppose that nearly
everyone knows what the law is, so there is no need for a
penalty or |information-forcing" default. Žen, faced with the
question of what the majoritarian default rule should be, sup-
pose the lawmakers conduct an extensive survey of the parties
who will be subject to this rule. Suppose this survey =nds that
most parties, because of price e<ects, actually prefer to have
only moderate sanctions for brea‹, leaving the other party free
to elect between performing or paying damages. In other
words, suppose the survey shows that most parties prefer mere
demi-commitments.

Now, if this survey is accurate, Professor Shi<rin's virtuous
agent may have good reason to object to the rationales that his
fellow citizens appear to be using. However, the legal system's
rationale (when it adopts its default rule) will be one step re-
moved from the rationale employed by any of the citizens who
responded to the survey. Žat is, the legal system's rationale in
this case will not be, |We adopt moderate sanctions as the de-
fault rule because that's what most citizens seem to want, and
we think they are right to want it." (Že italicized clause would
indeed be unacceptable to Professor Shi<rin's virtuous agent.)
Instead, the legal system's rationale in this case will be more
like this: |We adopt moderate sanctions as the default rule
because, rightly or wrongly, that's what most citizens seem to
want, so this default rule will minimize aggregate opt-out costs."
Že question, then, is whether minimizing aggregate opt-out
costs is a rationale that a virtuous agent could accept, even if
some of those costs involve his fellow citizens opting out (or
not) for what he considers immoral reasons. Can a virtuous
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moral agent be that tolerant of his misguided fellow citizens?
In my view, a virtuous moral agent can and should be. Re-

call that even Professor Shi<rin is willing to permit e{cient
brea‹es as long as the parties who want them have shouldered
the costs of stating that preference explicitly in their contract.83
But this returns us to the symmetry problem: As long as we
permit both types of contract (those with high penalties and
those without), somebody will have to bear the costs of being
explicit. How, then, can a virtuous agent adopt the nimby-like
a¬itude that he and those who think like him should be exempt
from these dra_ing costs, and that it should always be the other
citizens who have to state their preferences explicitly?

Že case is, if anything, even stronger if the lawmakers in-
stead select a penalty default rule. Žat is, suppose this time the
lawmakers' survey reveals that most parties prefer a very large
penalty for brea‹es by buyers (just as Professor Shi<rin would
like). But suppose the survey also shows that (1) most buyers
have no idea what they are responsible for if they brea‹, while
(2) most sellers are repeat players who know exactly what the
law provides. As a result, suppose the lawmakers adopt a de-
fault rule that is deliberately unfavorable to sellers –|buyers
can brea‹ whenever they like and pay no more than minimal
damages" – precisely in order to encourage sellers to opt out of
this default, with suitable requirements about just how explicit
sellers must be to do so.84 

In this case, the default rule again diverges from what the
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virtuous agent would himself =nd acceptable. But in this case,
the rationale for the default rule is even farther removed from
the virtuous agent's reasons for disapproving of some deliber-
ate brea‹es. Žat is, in this example the lawmakers' rationale
is: |We adopt minimal sanctions as the default, even though we
(and most citizens in our survey) agree that minimal sanctions
are not ideal. But we still make minimal sanctions the default
presumption, in order to encourage more explicit disclosure by
sellers." Surely this rationale, with its focus on greater disclos-
ure to parties who are not well-informed, contains nothing that
would be unacceptable to a virtuous agent.

To be sure, Professor Shi<rin does not directly address this
question; but what she says on other issues suggests that this
rationale should indeed be acceptable. For example, Professor
Shi<rin a›nowledges that a virtuous agent could accept justi=-
cations based on |distinctively legal" normative arguments.85
And while it is not entirely clear what motivates this exception,
or how it is to be de=ned,86 |distinctively legal" might include
goals su‹ as |minimizing the aggregate costs of opting out of
the law's default rules," or |informing less-sophisticated parties
about the legal e<ect of their contracts." 

It may also be relevant that Professor Shi<rin does not ob-
ject, at least in principle, to writing requirements like the Stat-
ute of Frauds or the Parol Evidence Rule.87 As was noted earli-
er, these requirements have mu‹ in common with penalty
defaults, for they too threaten parties who fail to comply with
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a result that is intended to be una¬ractive. (In the case of the
Statute of Frauds and the Parol Evidence Rule, the threat is to
treat as legally unenforceable a contract that both parties in-
tended to be binding). Že purpose of the threat is also similar
to the purpose of a penalty default, for in both cases lawmakers
hope to induce parties to |opt out" of the threat by pu¬ing
their contract into a particular form, in the belief that that form
will be easier for subsequent courts to evaluate.88

Indeed, and in keeping with this reading, Professor Shi<rin
has herself relied on something that is very like a penalty de-
fault or information-forcing rationale. At one point during her
ex‹ange with Steven Shavell over the moral implications of
|incomplete" contracts, she addressed Professor Shavell's arg-
ument that e{cient brea‹es of a snow removal contract might
not be imoral at all, as long as the contract was silent on the
question of whether performance was required even when it
had become ine{cient (say, because the removal equipment
was inoperable). Professor Shi<rin responded as follows:

[T]he risks and costs of equipment failure are more
salient to the promisor than to the promisee; a_er all,
the maintenance of his equipment falls under the pro-
misor's control, and he would seem more aware of the
likelihood of failure and the frailty of the equipment.
One might presume for those reasons that he bears
default responsibility for performance in this contin-
gency, or at the very least, that he bears responsibility for
drawing a¬ention to the issue. It seems reasonable to
expect the promisor to perform unless he raises the
issue [in advance] and makes special arrangements to
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counteract the promisee's reasonable expectations of
performance.89

In other words, Professor Shi<rin accepts that it may be justi-
=ed to have a default rule that is unfavorable to the be¬er-
informed party – the snow removal =rm, who has more control
over the outcome and to whom the issue is more salient – in
order to encourage that party to raise the issue explicitly.

To be sure, in this example the information-forcing default
increases  the damages for nonperformance (by denying the
removal =rm a legal excuse), so Professor Shi<rin has other
reasons for supporting this default. But the arguments Profes-
sor Shi<rin invokes in this passage can point in either direc-
tion –  for either larger or smaller damage awards – depending
on the circumstances. For example, suppose the question were
whether consumers should have to pay large damages for can-
celing a contract just a few hours a_er they entered it (assum-
ing the contract was silent as to damages, and assuming that
the seller had already and legitimately relied on the contract).
In many su‹ cases, consumers might not know what the de-
fault rule was; and the seller might be in a be¬er position to
predict and deal with any e<ects of cancellation on her s‹ed-
ule, thus making this issue more salient to the seller than to the
consumer.90 Indeed, this is the classic economic rationale for
a penalty default rule. If a virtuous agent could accept this ra-
tionale in the snow removal case described above, then he
should also be able to accept this rationale in the consumer
case described here.

In short, this is yet another case where price e<ects, and the



resulting di<erences across di<erent buyers, should ma¬er.
Once price e<ects are taken into account, it is very likely that
some buyers will prefer mere demi-commitments, even while
others might prefer full->edged promises. In that case, econo-
mists will want to select the default rule by asking how many
(and whi‹) buyers will want to opt out, and what transaction
costs will have to be borne by those who do opt out, even those
who opt out for what we are taking to be an immoral reason.
To make price e<ects irrelevant, then, it has to be argued that
transaction costs borne by those who opt out for immoral,
price-related reasons can justi=ably be ignored, leaving the
state to look only at the transaction costs borne by those who
act morally. Žat premise seems to me to be di{cult to justify.

H.  Cultural e<ects

I now turn to one =nal argument that Professor Shi<rin
supplies, whi‹ stands on a di<erent footing than some of the
others. Žis argument accepts economists' concern with the
actual consequences of default rules, but criticizes that analysis
for being unduly narrow, by leaving out one of the most
important e<ects that any default rule might produce. Speci=c-
ally, this argument worries that some default rules (or their
commonly-accepted rationales) may produce cultural e<ects.
As Professor Shi<rin puts it,

[T]he culture and practices facilitated by law should be
compatible with a culture that supports morally virtu-
ous ‹aracter. Even supposing that law is not respon-
sible for and should not aim to enforce virtuous ‹ar-
acter and interpersonal moral norms, the legal system
should not be incompatible with or present serious
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obstacles to leading a decent moral life.91

Professor Shi<rin's concern is that, if the law's default rule
makes it very easy for parties not to keep their promises, that
may make it hard to sustain a moral culture in whi‹ promise-
keeping is valued. In a worst-case scenario, this could lead to a
downward spiral in whi‹ habits of promise-keeping gradually
grow weaker and weaker, until eventually promises become
worthless. And even if that worst case never arrives, we might
still object to even a small decline in the moral culture that
supports promise-keeping. Žus, even if one default rule was
superior to another in (say) its e<ect on aggregate opt-out
costs, we might still prefer a di<erent default rule that pro-
duced fewer adverse cultural consequences.92

Moreover, if this argument has merit then it might be able
to supply the missing justi=cation for some of the arguments I
discussed in earlier sections. For instance, if long-term cultural
e<ects were likely to result only from default rules that fell
short of being promises, that could explain why Professor
Shi<rin was so concerned to emphasize that the law's current
default obligation is a mere demi-commitment, and is not a
promise at all. On this view, the failure to qualify as a promise
would have more than merely terminological signi=cance, for
it might also be a good predictor of long-term cultural e<ects.
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Similarly, if long-term cultural e<ects arise only from the law's
default rules (and not, for instance, from the contracts that
parties actually sign), that could explain why Professor Shi<rin
is willing to accept deliberate brea‹es as long as those brea‹-
es are permi¬ed by express contractual language, rather than
being permi¬ed by a default rule.

However, the key question under this argument is when
these cultural e<ects are likely. Žey cannot be predicted by
theory alone, for there is nothing logically inevitable about any
of these consequences. Žere are many cultural habits that
persist without legal encouragement (tipping, for one), just as
there are other cultural habits that seem to have fallen by the
wayside (writing thank-you notes?), so either outcome is clear-
ly possible. And while tipping and thank-you notes might be
considered trivial, we face the same indeterminacy when it
comes to cultural habits connected with promise-keeping.
A_er all, even if a legal system did nothing to enforce promises,
it would not be impossible for a citizen to maintain his own
moral standards in spite of the law's laxity (|Even though the
law does not enforce promises, there's no reason I should
stoop that low").  But theory alone cannot tell us how many
citizens will be able to do this. It is fundamentally an empirical
question.93

Indeed, viewed in these terms the argument is not unlike
similar arguments that have been made about the cultural
e<ects of other legal rules. Consider the contemporary debates
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over who should be allowed to marry. It is sometimes argued
that, if the government were to permit or |approve of " hetero-
sexual marriages, that might somehow ‹eapen or degrade the
relationships enjoyed by commi¬ed same-sex couples. (Or
vice versa, as the argument of course is more usually made.)
Here too, the |‹eapening" e<ect is not logically compelled,
for nothing about a law permi¬ing one kind of marriage neces-
sarily implies anything at all about the value of other marriages.
But cultural a¬itudes are not formed by logical implication
alone, so there is no way to rule out these e<ects purely as a
ma¬er of theory. It is, again, an empirical question.

An even closer parallel might be found in debates over
what is sometimes called |commodi=cation." Žat is, one arg-
ument against allowing certain things to be sold on the open
market – babies, for example, or sexual relations – is that a
widespread practice of market sales might ‹ange (and not for
the be¬er) the way that many people view those items. For in-
stance, if there were a standard market price for babies (with
predictable adjustments for various a¬ractive or una¬ractive
features), that might lead some parents to think of their ‹ild-
ren as fungible =nancial assets, thus altering the culture of par-
enting in what would surely be undesirable ways.94 

Indeed, even in contexts where no monetary sales have
been permi¬ed, similarly undesirable e<ects might still be pro-
duced by the government's acceptance of certain rationales for
its actions. For example, if the government is deciding whether
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to build a dam that would >ood a mountain gorge, and if (in
the course of doing a cost-bene=t analysis) government an-
alysts translate the scenic beauty of the gorge into some quan-
tity of dollars, that might lead some citizens to think of scenic
beauty only in =nancial terms, thus destroying  any sense of
awe or reverence that the gorge might previously have in-
spired.95 Of course, here too there is no imperative that re-
quires citizens to alter their view of nature just because of the
government's use of cost-bene=t analysis. As an empirical
ma¬er, though, it is possible that they might.

How, then, should we judge the likelihood that undesirable
cultural e<ects will follow from any particular default rule?
La›ing empirical evidence, Professor Shi<rin suggests that we
sit ba› and |ponder how human moral agents nurture and
maintain their habits and dispositions of moral agency."96
When I ponder this question, though, I =nd myself more skep-
tical than she is. 

Yes, it seems initially plausible to think that a market for
babies might lead parents to look on their ‹ildren in a di<er-
ent and mu‹ less loving way. On the other hand, puppies are
regularly sold by pet stores on the open market, with no appar-
ent consequences for the love and a<ection they receive.
Works of great literature can also be bought and sold for mon-
ey, with (so far as I can tell) a similar la› of negative e<ect.97
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And in the case of same-sex marriages, there seems to me no
reason at all to think that their legalization in certain states has
devalued heterosexual marriages in any of the ways that critics
feared.98

Instead, I suggest that these cultural e<ects are almost al-
ways a¬ributed to practices that are already disapproved of  by
the person who predicts the cultural spillover. For example,
nobody really objects to selling works of literature for money;
and because of this la› of objection (or so I would claim),
nobody predicts that allowing su‹ sales will |commodify" our
a¬itude toward literature. Že debates over same-sex marriage
make a similar point. Nobody says, |I'd be all for same-sex mar-
riages, if only they didn't have the e<ect of ‹eapening hetero-
sexual relationships." Instead, the ‹eapening e<ect is
predicted only by those who disapprove of same-sex marriages
on other grounds. 

I do not mean that these predictions are necessarily dishon-
est or in bad faith, any more than I believe that supporters of
same-sex marriages (like myself) act in bad faith when they
predict no adverse cultural e<ects. Instead, I think we typically
expect other people to more carefully distinguish the implica-
tions of practices we believe to be desirable (|Just because the
government lets some other couple marry, that needn't imply
anything about the value of your marriage"), for if enough
people are careful in this way then the adverse cultural e<ects
will be small. But when it comes to practices that we already
disapprove of on other grounds, we typically are qui›er to



assume that there is less reason for people to be so careful in
parsing the implications of the practice, and therefore more
reason to predict adverse cultural e<ects.

Consider more closely the |cultural spillover" argument for
prohibiting same-sex marriages. Žis argument might be ex-
pressed in three steps:

(1) Heterosexual marriages are fragile, in the sense that
they can be adversely a<ected by the mere presence of
other kinds of marriage. (2) Couples in heterosexual
marriages deserve to be protected from this fragility,
even if the only way to protect them is by prohibiting
same-sex couples from marrying. (3) Že loss to same-
sex couples, if they are not allowed to marry, is small.

But these three steps are not independent, for those who be-
lieve that prohibiting same-sex marriages would have few costs
(step 3) are, as a result, likely to believe that the value of pro-
tecting heterosexual marriages will surely exceed any cost to
same-sex couples (step 2). Similarly, those who believe that
prohibiting same-sex marriages would have li¬le cost are also
likely to believe that heterosexual marriages, even if they are
not excessively fragile,  are at least su{ciently fragile (step 1) to
justify su‹ a low-cost, protective step. By contrast, those who
believe that a great deal would be lost if same-sex couples were
barred from marrying (step 3) are likely to be mu‹ more de-
manding when it comes to steps 1 and 2 as well.

Professor Shi<rin's cultural argument about promising has
a smilar structure, even though its political valence is of course
very di<erent. Žat is, Professor Shi<rin sees the culture of pro-
mising as fragile, in the sense that it can be threatened if the
state so mu‹ as adopts a particular default rule, allowing par-
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ties to create a demi-commitment without requiring explicit
language to that e<ect. She also, apparently, believes that those
who prefer demi-commitments would lose li¬le from the op-
posite rule, either because she thinks any parties who prefer a
demi-commitment can easily create one by using express lang-
uage (the default rule argument), or perhaps because she just
isn't focusing on demi-commitments here (the argument that
contract law is concerned only with promises). But any s‹olars
who are more concerned with parties who prefer demi-com-
mitments will  likely see ma¬ers di<erently, and require more
evidence that the culture of promising is quite so fragile.

By contrast, suppose someone proposed instead to ban any
enforcement of demi-commitments, even when the parties had
explicitly agreed that this was the relationship they wanted (as
with Rudy and Eliza in section iv.f, and as with all of the exam-
ples in section ii). In other words, suppose we were consider-
ing a not a mere default rule, but a mandatory rule against
demi-commitments. Cultural arguments could easily support
a mandatory ban, for permi¬ing parties to explicitly enter into
demi-commitments (and to enforce those commitments in
court) could itself undermine the culture of real promises, in
all the ways that Professor Shi<rin fears.99 Indeed, some ex-
perimental evidence suggests, albeit tentatively, that explicit
language dra_ed by the parties may have a greater e<ect on
beliefs and a¬itudes than would a mere default rule adopted by
the legal system.100 Že di<erence, though, is that a mandatory
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ban would impose greater costs on any parties who had reason
to prefer a mere demi-commitment, inluding those who had
price-related reasons. Most theorists, therefore, before they
would support a mandatory ban, would want more evidence
that the culture of promising was su{ciently fragile to justify
su‹ a step.

Notice, though, that these evidentiary concerns do not go
away even if we are considering a mere default rule. True, a
large-remedy default rule could be opted out of by any parties
who preferred a weaker demi-commitment, and in many cases
the cost of opting out would be small. But there is still the
symmetry problem: a small-remedy default could also be opt-
ed out of by any parties who preferred a stronger form of
commitment, and in many cases those opt-out costs will be
small as well. Moreover, there may also be symmetry on the
cultural dimension. Žat is, if one concern is that a small-
remedy default might adversely a<ect the culture of promising,
the equal but opposite possibility is that a large-remedy default
might adversely a<ect the culture of demi-commitments. True,
both of these are highly conjectural e<ects (and necessarily so,
given the la› of authoritative evidence on either). But the sig-
ni=cance of ea‹ possibility will depend, in part, on how mu‹
we value these two institutions: not just on how mu‹ we value
promises, but also on how mu‹ we value demi-commitments.
And since one advantage of a demi-commitment is that it is apt
to come at a lower price, s‹olars who fail to consider price
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e<ects are likely to miss this advantage as well.

V.  Conclusion

My interest in these topics lies mostly in the constraints
that morality might (or might not) place on the use of econ-
omics to reform or improve contract law. Žat is, I am not
interested in constructing a theory that would |explain" or
justify current contract law, for I do not start with the prem-
ise that current law is justi=ed.101 Moreover, when I consider
ways in whi‹ current law might be improved, my inclination
is to think of |improvements" in terms that economists would,
su‹ as be¬er service or more reliable products or lower costs.
I am not, however, indi<erent to morality (or so I would like to
think). Žus, if the moral aspects of promises do put limits on
the improvements the law may pursue, this is something I want
to know.

In this essay, I have tried to set out the reasons why many
of the non-economic theories seem unpersuasive to me. No
doubt I am in>uenced by my own blinders; and no doubt there
is an equally long (or longer) list of reasons why my own arg-
uments have not been persuasive to many non-economists.
But that is all the more reason why the debate should continue.


